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The Beacon of Law Goes Dark 

PADME, Benin 

PADME was the largest MFI in Benin and among the premier MFIs in Africa. During an economic slowdown 

in 2005-2006, the organization stumbled, after having gone through a period of fast growth built on weak 

internal controls. PADME spent the next two years repairing its portfolio and strengthening its processes. 

The culmination of this phase was to be a transformation into a commercial institution and the entry of 

several international investors, with the aim of positioning it for the next phase of growth.  

It was not to be. From its beginning as a partnership between the World Bank and the Government of Benin, 

PADME worked closely with government stakeholders. Over time, structural changes had reduced the 

government’s role, and in the lead-up to the transformation, the government’s main authority over PADME 

was exercised through the MFI’s steering committee (comité de pilotage). While this provided the 

government with the power to regulate, it precluded participation in direct decision-making. Importantly, so 

long as PADME complied with the relevant laws and regulations, there was no legal basis by which the 

government could stop the transformation. 

From the time that the possibility of transformation was broached, the government representatives on the 

steering committee had made clear their displeasure with the plan, and put up obstacles throughout the 

process. From the government’s perspective, the transformation entailed the loss of what little control it still 

possessed. It also didn’t help that PADME’s government supervisors were inherently suspicious of 

independent microfinance institutions, as was the government more generally.1 For a government not keen 

on microfinance to begin with, the idea of losing all control over Benin’s premier MFI was simply too  hard to 

swallow. So it found a way not to. 

In late 2007, the Ministry of Finance ordered an audit of PADME’s operations. This audit was but an example 

of the time-honored tradition of authoritarian governments using sham investigations to provide cover for 

actions that would otherwise be prima facie indefensible. And lest there be any doubt about the audit’s 

purpose, its finding of false loan guarantees should quickly dispel it: The lone “randomly selected” customer 

(out of 50,000) whose file contained such false documents happened to be the sister of the head auditor 

himself.  

On the basis of this audit, just a few months before the transformation was to be finalized, the Benin Council 

of Ministers removed PADME’s board and its long-time managing director, replacing the latter with its own 

1 The newly-elected president of Benin at the time used to give away cash gifts during campaign rallies, calling them microfinance. 
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appointed interim manager. This was a de facto nationalization, and it naturally put an end to the 

transformation plans. 

PADME continues to operate to this day with the same interim manager in place. However, the ripple effects 

of the events of 2008 continue to be felt in Benin’s microfinance sector, where investors now fear to tread. 
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Caught in the Great Storm 

ShoreBank, USA 

Founded in 1973 in Chicago, ShoreBank was a first-generation titan of the modern microfinance world. It 

was founded explicitly with the mission to serve the poor, mostly African-American communities on the 

South Side of Chicago that had been abandoned by banks through the practice of “redlining” – excluding 

communities largely on the basis of race.  

ShoreBank pursued a model of high-impact targeting that sought to provide a single neighborhood with a 

broad range of financial services and support programs to catalyze and sustain the virtuous cycle of 

economic growth. In doing so, it served as a model for thousands of community development investment 

institutions that were subsequently created in the U.S., and which continue to play a critical role in America’s 

poor urban communities. Its founders also provided frequent and direct consultation to Grameen Bank, 

BRAC, and other pioneering MFIs.  

By the mid-2000s, the core of ShoreBank’s loan portfolio consisted of small-scale multifamily mortgages for 

largely post-WWII buildings housing anywhere from 6 to 36 or more families each. The clients for these 

mortgages were developers who were either local residents or individuals with strong ties to the community. 

These clients bought the run-down buildings, refurbished them, and rented them out to low- and middle-

income families. The business model of these entrepreneurs rested on the income from long-term rentals – 

as long as the community remained healthy, these developers would as well, and so would ShoreBank’s 

mortgages.  

The other side of its mortgage portfolio consisted of occupant-owned single-family residences. By 2006, 

most of this market in ShoreBank’s communities had been taken over by subprime lenders, who offered 

borrowers the opportunity to take cash out of their homes, after having helped drive up the real estate prices 

in communities that had been stagnant for decades. Unsurprisingly, many borrowers jumped at the chance, 

often encouraged by purposefully misleading, and at times downright fraudulent, loan offers. 

The subprime crash needs no description. The same forces that it unleashed throughout the country hit 

ShoreBank’s communities with an even greater fury. At one point, the company estimated that 9 out of 10 

home sales on the South Side of Chicago were the result of foreclosure or short-sale. But the worst was still 

to come: As the Great Recession took hold, it hit the blue-collar workforce – the economic bedrock of these 

communities – especially hard. Unemployment skyrocketed, by some accounts reaching 30-40 percent in 

these areas.  

The loss of income by so many renters hit the landlords and their mortgage payments to ShoreBank. And 

because the real estate market was frozen, the write-downs on these mortgages – even if they continued to 

generate substantial cash flow – proved devastating to the bank’s capital. With time running out, ShoreBank 

placed its hopes in the rescue by the U.S. Treasury (via TARP). However, this ultimately proved in vain, for 
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ShoreBank had two strikes against it: It wasn’t too big to fail, and its social mission put it in the sights of 

ideologues who were very vocal against the bank’s rescue.2

These ideologues were largely right to focus on the mission, but for the wrong reasons. ShoreBank’s 

mission did ultimately become its undoing, but not because it lost sight of business priorities by pursuing its 

mission. Forty years of successful operations is a strong argument that ShoreBank got that right. In the end, 

it was the high-impact targeting model that meant that the bank simply did not have the diversification it 

needed to survive as severe and as devastating a storm as the Great Recession of 2008.  

2 http://michellemalkin.com/2010/05/21/the-shady-ShoreBank-bailout/ 
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The Price of the Prodigal Son3 

Bank Dagang Bali, Indonesia 

Before there was Grameen, before PRODEM, before... well, before any modern-day MFI, there was Bank 

Dagang Bali (BDB). Founded in Bali in 1970 by a former tailor and a market moneylender (respectively, Mr. 

and Mrs. Oka), who had been lending informally in the local markets since the 1950s, BDB provided financial 

services to the local community of tradespeople and merchants. It was a full-fledged, licensed bank, offering 

both savings products and individual loans. Notably, BDB did not focus solely on the microenterprise sector – 

while 50 percent of its borrowers had loans below $550, this accounted for less than 5% of portfolio value. 

Conversely, loans above $50,000 made up over half of the portfolio, while representing only 3 percent of bor-

rowers. This made BDB a broad-based MFI that for decades remained without parallel anywhere in the 

world.  

By 2004, after over 30 years of banking activity, BDB had grown into an important regional bank in 

Indonesia. More importantly, its innovative approach to serving the active poor had influenced many others 

in Indonesia, including Bank Rakyat Indonesia (BRI). One of the pioneering practices of BDB was the use of 

lotteries as a means of attracting savings – a practice that had proven especially popular with low-income 

clients. Lotteries have been since adapted by BRI and other Indonesian banks. Even halfway around the 

world, Bolivia’s BancoSol implemented lotteries to mobilize savings – a practice it picked up from BDB via 

BRI.4

BDB was also a survivor, having lived through the Asian Financial Crisis of 1998, which hit Indonesia 

especially hard and caused a 13 percent drop in GDP in 1998. Moreover, BDB survived this period without 

significant subsidy or government rescue. This record of innovation and survival makes the manner of its 

downfall all the more tragic.  

In 2004, when the elder Okas were already in their 70s, BDB was a thriving institution. Yet it took just a 

handful of transactions to undo their decades of work. As it happened, one of their sons was married to the 

daughter of another banker, the owner of Bank Asiatic. The son engineered several interbank loans (in the 

form of Negotiable Certificates of Deposit and other instruments) from BDB to Bank Asiatic, which he in turn 

pledged as collateral for another loan. It is unclear whether his father, who was still the CEO of BDB at the 

time, was aware of this transaction. However, the sum of these transactions was staggering – with a 

combined value of close to IDR 1 trillion ($120 million), they nearly doubled BDB’s outstanding liabilities. 

When the loans inevitably turned sour, BDB became insolvent. Upon learning of the situation, the regulators 

moved swiftly, with the Indonesian Central Bank revoking BDB’s operating license and appointing a 

liquidation team. Thus ended the world’s pioneering MFI. Perhaps as a testament to the strength of the 

3 Based on the case study by Rozas, D., Throwing in the Towel: Lessons from MFI Liquidations, Microfinance Gateway, 2009. 
4 Marguerite Robinson, The Microfinance Revolution: Lessons from Indonesia. World Bank, Washington: 2002, p. 158. BDB would hold 
lotteries several times a year with each saver receiving tickets in relation to the size of their deposits, with prizes awarded ranging from 
small items to motorbikes and even a house. The goal was to use the popularity of lotteries among the poor to help build savings 
discipline. 
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bank’s microfinance portfolio, by the time the liquidation team called it a day, some 95 percent of its small 

loans had been successfully recovered. 
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